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FROM DATED TO RECREATED 

At Village Chic, we transform faded pieces into beautifully unique works for
the modern home.  Our artists tastefully re-envision furniture, bringing out

its character and making it fresh and relevant for the next generation.  

This catalogue features reference examples of past works for your
inspiration.  What can we paint for you?



FEATURED LINES
Favorite Designs Ready for Your Furniture

 MOODY BLUE

BLUE OCEAN

Her favorite look is comfy washed-out
jeans and lots of lace--she likes to be
fancy when she's not hauling hay bales.  
Throw in some scalloped designs from
her favorite saddle and a mirror as big
as the Texas sky.  As sweet and sassy
as a country girl.  That describes our
three-color "Moody Blue" dresser. 
 $379 

Like the waters of a Mediterranean
bay, the mesmerizing wash of colors
on this armoire took a full palette to
express. Enlivened with a hint of
copper, four cool shades ranging
from deep sapphire to pale aqua
blend and mingle, setting your
artist's heart aflutter and inspiring
endless accent possibilities. Cozy fall
blankets, fresh linens, or your
favorite outfits would love to call
this beautiful piece home.  $425 



EBONY 1

EBONY 2

The Egyptians once gathered
the finest Ethiopian ebony to
craft exquisite furniture for
Pharaoh.  Three thousand
years later, our artists go on
their own modest quests--minus
the chariots--to find pieces
made from quality woods, the
perfect foundation for our
paints.  This soft black
distressed chest embodies both
timeless elegance and trendy
simplicity, with eye-catching
molding providing drama. 
 $379

The second piece in our Ebony
line, this soft black buffet is as
tidy and proper as an Amish
bonnet.  Its uncomplicated
lines suggest traditional
American furniture, but it's
equally at home in a 21st
century family room.  Whether
you accent it with farm fresh
eggs or silver candlesticks,
"Ebony 2" is ready to embrace
your lifestyle.  $379



EBONY 3

BLACK ROSE

We think Coco Chanel would
approve.  The inventor of the little
black dress knew that some simple
classics need no embellishment, and
that was our guiding principle for
this chic dresser.  Painted in timeless
noir, it boasts clean lines and a
spacious mirror, for of course you
will want to check your lipstick
before setting out to conquer your
social circle.  Don't forget your
diamond earrings!  No, you won't
forget.  A glance at the glass drawer
pulls will remind you.  $379

This dresser might have held a
senorita's treasures once upon a time
in Santa Fe.  Perhaps the soft black
paint was inspired by her favorite
velvet ribbon; and the red rose
bouquet, tucked into a geometric
frame, was a nod to the flowers she
wore in her hair.  The minimalistic
hardware completes the
Southwestern look, a charming piece
for any home.  $329



GARDEN GATE

FRENCH FLOWERS

SWEET PEA

Sheer linens swaying on the clothesline,
paper boats drifting down the stream,
and butterflies floating over a fern-
kissed picket fence--these are the joys
that inspired this milky white buffet. 
 Can you spot the garden gate with its
wrought-iron finials?  Fresh, clean, and
delightfully worn, this lovely piece will
brighten any room.  $275

This winsome sideboard surely spent
bygone days in an artist's Provence
retreat.  Painted classic white and
framed with green, it boasts a bevy of
botanicals too effervescent to be content
on mere paper.  How to fill the spacious
cream top is up to you.  Perfumes? 
 Books?  Hors d' oeurves?  It's a dreamy
accent for any room of the house.  $259

They say we should surround ourselves
with things that spark joy.  This merry
nightstand does just that.  Bursting with
vivid color, distressed to reveal a touch
of warmth, it can't wait to meet your
gaze every morning.  Its bow front
drawer awaits your bedtime necessities.  
Go ahead... push that snooze button!
Good morning, Sweet Pea!  $89



SUNFLOWER NIGHT

TIME GONE BY

This oak washstand was born in
a world of corsets and
crinolines.  After splashing her
face, many a beruffled lass has
reached for the linens it
obligingly offered.  And many a
mustachioed gent has stooped
over it to fearlessly shave with a
straight razor.  In lieu of its
missing marble, we gave it a
fresh charcoal black top.  Now
it's ready to serve the modern
household with old-fashioned
refinement and charm.  $259 

Imagine a summer night
somewhere in America's
heartland.  Family and friends
have gathered.  Golden light and
laughter from the kitchen spill
out an open window onto
Mama's flowers, presided over
by a sunflower too exuberant to
wait for sunrise.  A cool black
finish sets off subtle details in
the woodwork to complete the
homey, whimsical air of this
adorable chest. $279



LEA

LITTLE LEA

In its two-color coat of gray, this
buffet has a rugged elegance about
it.  The distressed finish gives off a
sturdy, self-sufficient vibe.  Its
drawers are perfect for stashing his
good cigars and old Bourbon, her
letters and knitting.  Set it in a room
with a crackling fire, some punched
tin, a lazy dog, and plenty of
wrought-iron; and it will be content.  
$425 

A variation of our Lea line, this
small buffet might have come from a
Nantucket sea captain's parlor. 
 Light and shadow dance across its
weathered surface like sunset rays
over a tempestuous sea.  Its blustery
colors and textures suggest
driftwood and scudding clouds. This
striking piece takes quiet modern
neutrals and sets them into
rollicking motion.  $379



SHARON

SUNNY DAY

QUEENIE

One wonders if Jane Austen owned such a
charming little piece.  It's the ideal place for
pressing wildflowers, sharing tea and gossip,
or jotting down the lines of your next great
novel.  Dressed in our three-color yellow
finish and adorned with botanical transfers,
it can't help but indulge in romantic fancies
wherever it goes.  $219

A true lady is known for her effortless style,
lack of pretention, and talent for making
her guests feel truly at home.  Painted with
three sunshine shades of yellow, this foyer
table will greet your company with that
same friendly decorum.  Its sleek lines
recall the days of harpsichords and
Wedgewood, while the updated color beams
a warm and very modern welcome.  $159

If this little cabinet were any more
adorable, it would have a wet nose and a
wagging tail!  It's fun-loving, with
whimsical carved vines meandering over
the top.  And it's protective--the built-up
top will keep your treasures from toppling.  
It's painted a solid golden yellow and
lightly distressed, so it's not afraid to get
a little messy.  It wants to bring a smile to
your face as soon as you walk in the door.  
$259



CUSTOM
Unique Requests from Our Customers

SAGEBRUSH
This two-drawer cabinet once
looked weary, worn, and (pardon
my bluntness) old.  It needed a
makeover. Rule #1: Emphasize
good features.  We kept the chic
lines front and center. Rule #2:
Ditch outdated shades! We gave it
a trendy new color--sage green--to
hide the scuffs and scrapes. Rule
#3: Accessorize! The dark top and
accents complete the look.  $300


